
Hi there,  
 
Attached is a photo of what vaccine injury looks like for our family.  Just 3 years ago this week I had to 
force my way into Dorenbecker hospital by going to the ER and demanding they figure out what was 
happening with our 13 year old son.  For 3 months I watched our once healthy normal and very active 
son lose 15% of his weight, turn bright yellow and become lethargic to the point of missing school.  He 
was eventually diagnosed with chronic pancreatitis after 100s of blood draws, dozens of ultra sounds 
and eventually an MRI that showed what no one was seeing.  Previous to going into Dorenbecker his 
Keizer doctor would only run labs on things that are "preventable" by vaccines, as he was sure it was my 
fault.  Yet he never looked into the fact that the Hepatitis vaccines we had given our son could cause 
something else to go wrong.   
 
During this time and since then we have been unable to obtain a medical exemption regardless of the 
fact that most doctors we have met with have told us to stop all vaccines.  They wont sign an exemption 
because either their employer (OHSU) wont allow it or they fear insurance companies will drop 
them.  The CDC website even shows pancreatitis as something that should mean not having a vaccine, 
yet doctors wont sign the waiver.   
 
Our son is now thankfully healthy but will always live with the threat of this disease popping up again in 
his life.   
 
Last year when Lane Co decided to do a 21 day exclusion my son sat at home depressed for 3 weeks. All 
while 78% of kids who had and were spreading whooping cough were in school.  My son thrives to be at 
school, works hard for his grades, fights through learning disabilities like a pro and is currently getting As 
and Bs as a 10th grader.  How often do you hear of a kid being so motivated and loving school?  My son 
who got a second chance at life is that kid, yet you are voting on something that will either kick him out 
of the school he loves or potentially end his life.   
 
Has anyone ever done a study that shows how many vaccinated kids get sick each year from 
unvaccinated kids?  I have yet to find one and even if there is a study I bet the numbers don't back 
taking away education or life for my son.   
 
Vote NO on HB3063!  



 


